24 May 2020

kunanyi / Mount Wellington
Proposed Mountain Bike Track Network Plan1
The Tasmanian National Parks Association (TNPA) welcomes the opportunity to comment on
this proposal.
Introduction
The TNPA agrees that the foothills of kunanyi provide a popular and valued resource for local
mountain bike riders but their interests should not be considered in isolation from kunanyi’s
high natural and cultural values including a long history of recreational use by walkers.
There is great potential for a ‘win-win-win’ outcome for mountain bike riders and walkers and
the environment if a more holistic approach is adopted to creating a track network which
recognises the needs and concerns of both user groups and environmental constraints.
Therefore the TNPA proposes a minimum number of new mountain bike tracks to address the
legitimate desires of local mountain bike riders for improved connectivity while
simultaneously addressing the concerns of walkers by proposing that several existing shared
use tracks revert to walking only.
TNPA Support
Two of the principles stated in Riding the Mountain are strongly supported:
1) No new tracks above Springs (page 8 – Why the Foothills?).
kunanyi has high natural and cultural values. Greater acknowledgement of the
potential environmental/social impacts of new tracks is needed but the No new tracks
above Springs policy is very useful for setting a limit on what may be considered
acceptable.
2) Separation of walkers/cyclists.
Page 13 states that 72% of surveyed users prefer separation of use.
The approach of encouraging shared use of tracks has led to several near misses
between cyclist and walkers, especially in locations where cyclists are likely to be
travelling relatively fast, but we acknowledge that there are some tracks where shared
use appears to work well (please see later comment re need for ongoing education
campaign). The TNPA is aware of some (mostly elderly) walkers who no longer walk on
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shared use tracks for fear of being surprised by irresponsible cyclists. The TNPA
therefore supports separation of walkers/cyclists as a general principle, especially on
tracks where conflict is likely, but it has to be balanced against the environmental
impacts of additional track construction should this be proposed as a solution.
TNPA’s Concerns
The TNPA questions the fundamental assumption of Riding the Mountain and the
accompanying Dirt Art report, namely that the kunanyi foothills are an appropriate location
for a full range of mountain bike experiences. The provision of many separate tracks to cater
for many different categories of rider experience may be appropriate at Glenorchy, Meehan
Range, Maydena or Derby where there are far fewer environmental constraints and hardly
any existing non-bike recreational users, but not on kunanyi. It is unfortunate that the
concept of mountain biking (or not) on the Hobart face of kunanyi has not received more
consideration historically, e.g. during the preparation of the management plan or the track
plan.
kunanyi is an exceptional area of reserved land possessing natural and other values
equivalent to those of our national parks, in which mountain bike riding is prohibited except
on roads/tracks where vehicles are permitted. In contrast, the Wellington Park Management
Plan lists mountain biking as an activity which is potentially allowable in every management
zone of the park.
As noted above, a holistic approach is needed if there is to be an optimal outcome for
walkers, mountain bike riders and the environment. This project needs to be formally
integrated with the Visitation & Recreation Strategy which is being developed concurrently.
Cascade Brewery land: the TNPA appreciates the difficulty of planning across different land
tenures but the full range of track options and links can only be considered if the adjoining
Cascade Brewery land is included. We suggest that engagement with Cascade needs to be
progressed before this track plan can be finalised.
TNPA’s Proposals
The TNPA proposes that new mountain bike tracks should be limited to those which provide
useful connectivity for existing (predominantly local) users in order to minimise cumulative
environmental impact. In particular:


It is not appropriate to open up kunanyi as a destination for mountain bike tourism
(especially downhill which has greater environmental impacts and greater potential
for user conflict than cross-country or enduro).



Multiple tracks in close proximity to provide different technical use categories are
unnecessary.



Short sections of track to bypass steep sections of fire trail are unnecessary.

The TNPA’s proposals for individual tracks are listed on the attached spreadsheet but a few
key considerations merit explanation:
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Springs will remain as a vehicle drop off point for riders descending the North-South
Track but Radfords and Middle Tracks revert to walker only.
o The concept of Springs as a location for the kunanyi Visitor Centre has been
dropped by the HCC in favour of the far more practical Halls Saddle. The TNPA
therefore proposes that if additional facilities for mountain bikers are to be
provided at the ‘major access point’, these should be developed at Halls Saddle
rather than Springs.



It is obviously desirable for cyclists to access the North-South Track without riding up
the road but this only requires access to Shoobridge Bend (proposed track 1), not all
the way to Springs.



A limited number of additional connections to the North-South Track are supported –
see spreadsheet.

Miscellaneous considerations


Education: there is a need for an ongoing targeted education program for all users on
responsible behaviour.



Rehabilitation: the permanent closure and rehabilitation of illegal/informal tracks
should be investigated.



E-bikes: the Dirt Art report acknowledges the likely impact of e-bikes but the track
proposals do not appear to give much consideration to this. e.g. Riding the Mountain
(page 13) reports majority support for shared use when bikes are travelling uphill only,
but e-bike riders are more likely to be riding uphill, and to be riding faster, which may
change this level of support.



Trail runners: these are treated as a separate user group in Riding the Mountain but
they share most characteristics with walkers, so TNPA has not made any separate
reference to runners.

Consultation
This opportunity for input is welcomed but it would have been facilitated by the provision of a
large scale map (e.g. based on the published recreation map) which showed all existing and
proposed tracks of all types. A table of existing and proposed tracks as prepared by TNPA and
attached to this letter would also have been helpful.
The online survey seeking responses to Riding the Mountain targets only current recreational
users, and does not advertise the option of providing detailed comment in a form such as this
letter. Furthermore:


There does not appear to be any attempt to solicit the views of groups with an interest
in natural and cultural values such as Field Naturalists or TNPA.



It is unlikely to reflect the views of displaced recreational users who have already
stopped walking on shared use tracks by the fear of encountering irresponsible
cyclists.
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Participants in the online survey are self-selected and the survey encourages multiple
responses from individuals if they identify as regularly undertaking more than one of walking,
running and cycling and (since it does not require respondents to identify themselves) does
not appear to prevent one user making multiple responses in one category. The TNPA expects
that these limitations will be taken into account when analysing and reporting the results.

The TNPA would welcome the opportunity to discuss our proposals in more detail.
Yours sincerely,

Nicholas Sawyer
President, TNPA

Tasmanian National Parks Association - 24 May 2020
Tracks relevant to mountain biking on kunanyi/Mt Wellington (ie proposals in the HCC Foothills Plan plus existing legal bike tracks, but not fire trails)
Track name/number

Existing/proposed

Location

Up/down
for bikes

Proposed shared,
or not?

Proposal rationale (from Dirt Art & HCC)

up

yes

Non-road, climbing trail to N-S Tk & Springs

TNPA position - supported, opposed, or consider
unnecessary

Proposed HCC
construction
stage

Tracks proposed by Dirt Art report for HCC
1

proposed

Bracken Ln to Shoobridge Bend

2

proposed

Springs to Bracken Lane

down

bike-only

Aim is to facilitate removal of Radfords from bike network

3

proposed

Junction Cabin to Main FT

down

bike-only

Replaces inadequate Old Farm Tk, pairs with 8,

4

proposed

N-S Tk to Middle Is FT

down

bike-only

Duplicates but more technical than 13, informal alignment already
exists (upper upper Luge)

5

proposed

Tip Top to McRobies Rd

down

bike-only

Existing end of Tip Top is confusing & can't be fixed without pvte land
engagement, this provides a non-Cascade land finish

6

proposed

From/to Main FT

both

bike-only

Makes a non-FT loop with Slides Tk

7

proposed

N-S Tk to Main FT

down

bike-only

Creates a return to Sth Hobart loop option from N-S Tk, before it
crosses to Glenorchy

8

proposed

Main FT to Junction Cabin

up

bike-only

Provides a ridable ascent to Junction Cabin/central N-S Tk from Main
FT, sort of pairs with descent trail 3

9

proposed

Main FT bypass

both

bike-only

Bypass of steep fire trail section of Main FT near Old Farm Rd

10

proposed

Shoobridge Bend to Springs

11

proposed

Junction Cabin to Main FT

12

proposed

Main FT to Middle Is FT

13

proposed

14

Duplicates Springs Connector (N-S Tk to Springs), aiming to avoid
conflict on this steep tk

Supported, probably bike-only, prefer track is
constructed to be bidirectional and hence no need
for proposed track 2
Opposed, prefer 1 be constructed as bidirectional
track (see above)
Unnecesary, if 8 constructed to be bidirectional
(see below) &/or Old Farm downlhill bike track is
retained
Opposed. Close and rehab existing informal trail.
We consider development of specific downhill
(black) trails inappropriate on the kunanyi/Mt
Wellington foothills. This experience should be
promoted elesewhere (eg Glenorchy, Meehan
Range)
Supported, if necessary, but acknowledge is low
priority. Investigate alternative options on Cascade
Brewery land.
Unnecessary, existing fire trail is adequate
Supported. We agree this would enhance the value
and use options of the existing North-South track
asset.
Supported, as bike-only, prefer construction to be
bidirectional and hence no need for proposed track
3. Retaining existing Old Farm Track is an
alternative descent alternative.
Unnecessary, install warning/education signage on
fire trail instead
Not supported, manage Springs Connector as bikepreferred bidirectional track
Unnecessary. Wellington Park is not the place to
develop for this style of riding. This experience
should be promoted elesewhere (eg Glenorchy,
Meehan range)
Supported, with works to stabilise well-used Upper
Luge informal bike trail

1
2
1

1

3
2
1

1

3

up

both

down

bike-only

To provide an advanced technical descent from Junction Cabin, near
Breakneck FT

up

both

Upper Luge climber, to provide an ascent to Middle Is FT (& bike tks
beyond) that is an alternative to steep FT

N-S Tk to Middle Is FT

down

bike-only

To provide an alternative middle grade descent from mid N-S Tk, pairs
with 4

Supported, recognising desire to have some
descent options from mid North-South Track (but
oppose companion downhill, black track #4)

2

proposed

Middle FT to Lwr Sawmill Tk

both

bike-only

Easy gradient trail parallel to Middle Is FT, access to existing bike tracks

Unnecessary

3

15A

proposed

Lenah Valley Rd to Main FT

up

bike-only

Access to Main FT from Lenah Valley Rd

Unnecessary (& acknowledged as low priority),
seems limited demand for such an option from
Lenah Valley Rd so why create one

3

15B

proposed

Main Ft to Lenah Valley Rd

down

bike-only

Creates one-direction loop with above

As above
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Existing shared use or mountain bike-only tracks
walking, proposed
Low use walking tk with illegal bike use, proposed allow bike use
bike
yes
Acknowledged as poor riding experience with user conflict

Retain as walker-only, ehnhance education and
signage to this effect
Close to bike-use, revert to walker-only
Revert to walker-only, bike use unnecessary if bike
use of Radfords Track is disallowed (as proposed
above)
Retain as-is (with maintenance) as fills need for
descent route from Junction Cabin

Lower Sawmill

existing

N-S Tk to Middle Is Fire Trail

Radfords Tk

existing

Springs to Pillinger Drive

both

upper Middle Tk

existing

Radfords to Reservoir

both

yes

Old Farm Tk

existing

Old Farm FT to Main FT

down

bike-only

North-South Tk

existing

Shoobridge Bend to Glenorchy bike
park

both

yes

Retain as shared use track
Retain as shared use, bidirectional trail, while
recognising that it is bike-preferred. Manage
conflict with signage and education.

Current downhill Tk from Junction Cabin, poor riding experience

Springs Connector

existing

Springs to N-S Track (near Shoobridge
Bend)

both

yes

Pillinger Drive Tk

existing

Pillinger Dr to Ferntree church

both

yes

Retain as shared use, perhaps enhance signage

Tip Top Tk
Tip Top Connector

existing
existing

(Near) Main FT to Golden Gully FT
alt start to Tip Top

both
both

bike, but yes
bike, but yes

No comment
No comment

Slides - Monkey Bars Tks

existing

Newtown FT to McCrobies Gully FT

both

bike, but yes

No comment

Pipeline (lower)

existing

Ferntree to Waterworks

both

yes

Pipeline (upper)

existing

Ferntree to Neika

both

yes

S56 Track

existing

Huon Rd to Bracken Lane

both

bike, but yes

Silver Falls Tk

existing

Middle Tk to Pipeline Tk

both

yes

Pitfall Tk
Stumpside Tk

existing
existing

Bracken Lane FT to Rivulet FT
Rivulet FT to Middle Is FT

both
both

bike, but yes
yes

Drops Tk

existing

Bracken Lane FT to Rivulet FT

down

bike

Cascade Tk

existing

Brewery to top Old Farm Rd

Upper Luge

informal existing

Middle FT to Main FT

mostly
down

informal bike

Proposed formalise

Upper Upper Luge

informal existing

N-S Tk to Middle Is FT

down

informal bike

Currently closed by HCC (with sign & barrier at top). Proposed formalise
(this is proposed track 4)

Fast track, potential conflict

Retain shared use but need more
education/signage
Retain shared use but need more
education/signage
Consider converting to bike-only
[Bidirectional to walkers only. (There is a sign just before the descent to Retain as shared use, with bikers required to walk
Silver Falls which instructs riders to carry their bikes down the steps)]
(carry bikes) on stepped descent to falls.
[This is a new shared use track - goes above Strickland Falls]

Retain, formalise as bikes only
Retain as shared use

[Recent construction based on former eroded informal bike track]

Retain, formalise as bikes only

walking, proposed Recommend modification to allow bike use (up only), ideal access to
one-way bike Main FT from Sth Hobart

Retain walkers only. Bikes can use Old Farm Road
Formalise as bike-only, downhill preferred
Close and rehabilitate. See proposal 4
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